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What Do These Properties Have in Common?
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Results by Market
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Properties with < 3% RG and < 93% Occ Rate
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Colors distinguish Metro Areas
Apartment Market News

- Nationally, Performance is Still Strong
  - Rent Growth 4%
  - Occupancy Rate 95%

- SF Bay Area, Denver, Houston, SE Florida

- MF Supply or Job Growth

- Lease-up Properties – Concessions and Absorption

- Where are we in the Cycle?
The Apartment Market Cycle
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Recovery
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Selected U.S. Metros Apartment Market Cycle at 1Q16
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Selected U.S. Metros Apartment Market Cycle at 4Q16
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- BAL
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- HOU
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- PITTS
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Annual Revenue Growth Ranges

Note – SF has a few growth rates outside of this scale
Annual Revenue Growth Ranges
1Q16 Highlighted

Note – SF has a few growth rates outside of this scale
Year-to-Date Effective Rent Growth by MSA
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Year-to-Date Effective Rent Growth by MSA
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Year-to-Date Effective Rent Growth by MSA
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
San Francisco, CA
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
Denver, CO
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
March 2016
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
March 2016
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Dallas, TX
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Annual Effective Rent Growth by Submarket
March 2016

Tampa, FL
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Annual Job Growth and Effective Rent Growth
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Current Rent Growth and Job Growth

Annual Effective Rent Growth (March 2016)

Annual Job Growth (March 2016)
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Legends for the Property Maps

- Stabilized
- Lease Up
- Under Construction
- Planned
Maps of Suburban Areas

DFW – North Arlington

Orlando – Southwest
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Maps of Urban Core Areas

Houston - Downtown

Chicago – River North
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Maps of Urban Core Areas

DC – Navy Yard & SW Waterfront

Seattle – South Lake Union
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Stabilized  Lease Up  Under Construction  Planned
Average Rent Level by Asset Class for DFW
All Properties: Rent Level by Asset Class DFW
All Properties: Rent Level by Asset Class DFW

Properties delivered since 2014 identified
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National New Supply Likely at Plateau
Units Permitted for Trailing 12 Months

Note – Totals after June 2015 adjusted downward based on some New York permits not converting to construction.
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New Supply Levels by Market Units Permitted by Year
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Lease Up Properties and Concession Values
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Lease Up Properties and Concession Values
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2016 Avg Occupancy and Rent Growth
Color coded by job growth
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Disclaimer Notice

All advice, consultations, queries, data and reports (collectively referred to as the “Reports”) provided are prepared from data believed reliable without verification or investigation, and are not guaranteed or warranted by Axiometrics Inc., its directors, officers, employees and contractors, and do not purport to be complete or error-free or useful for any purpose.

The facts and opinions contained herein are not guaranteed or warranted to be complete or error-free or useful for any purpose.

The opinions expressed in such information are subject to change without notice.

Axiometrics, its directors, officers, employees and contractors, assume no liability for or from its advice, consultations, queries and reports provided herein. Please use such information at your own risk.